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Abstract 

 
Energy manufacture is very important to all of industries. Typhoons hit the power grid in China's southeast coastal 

areas frequently for the past few years, seriously affecting the industries’ operation. Therefore, making-decision of 

wind damage management for nation's electricity grid in real time is an urgent subject to be studied. The traditional 

decision making method is easy to be implemented, but is not proper for dealing with nonlinear problems in complex 

systems. The purpose of this article is to design a fast decision making framework for accomplishing fast decision 

making by making combination Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) with Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR), Genetic 

Algorithm (GA), which is called fast decision making method based on integrated intelligent technologies 

(FDMMBIIT). Compared with traditional methods, FDMMBIIT completes case adaptation with BPNN after 

extending case base. To make the decision-making more accurate, this article updated the multi-object genetic 

algorithm (MOGA) with adaptive genetic operators and a selection method by using the fitness function. Likewise, 

BPNN is improved with adaptive simulated annealing algorithm (ASAA), which is named as BPNNASAA. More 

important, this paper expands the frame theory by integrating it to the D/S evidence theory, exploring a novel 

solution to representing cases with incomplete information. The case of Guangdong demonstrates FDMMBIIT 

achieves better decision-making performance for storm disaster emergency management.  

 
Keywords: Disaster management, Energy manufacture, industry, case-based reasoning, multi-object genetic 

algorithms, back-propagation neural network 

 
I. Introduction 

 

In recent years, extreme weather and geological disasters occur frequently in China, threatening the security of the 

power grid greatly. It is undeniable that various natural disasters come one after another more frequently than ever 

before, which begins with the happening of freezing disaster in southern China in early 2008. Especially, Typhoon 

disasters hit the power grid in China more frequently, among which HAIKUI in August 2012, Fitow in October 

2013, Rainbow in October 2015, do large damage on economic development and residents’ life in China. The 

typhoon disasters often result in lines disconnection, tower damage and blackouts, making power grid wind 

disaster emergency a critical subject for decision makers for implementing rescue and repair work. 

 

Because the power grid emergency is characterized by complex, urgency, less cases and incomplete information, 

traditional methods of decision-making could not work normally for wind disaster emergency of power grid. CBR 

is an intelligent decision-making method according to the current state, which has strong learning ability for 

providing decision support for nonlinear problems. However, implementing case adaptation in the CBR is a 

challenging task because the task requires calculating the type and number of emergency resources and emergency 

personnel. In general, calculation in case adaptation can be achieved by adjusting models, GA and k-NN [1-3]. 

Specifically, KNN method depends on domain knowledge, which is easy to be implemented. However, the 

accuracy of adaptation results of this method is often low; GA is a global optimization method in complex systems, 

which has advantages in case adaptation. However, it is usually a long time to achieve the object of optimization 
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with GA, missing the requirement of real-time decision making; BPNN is also being studied as a kind of 

adjustment method, which aims to obtain the correlations between scenario features and decision features by 

minimizing the network error iteratively. In consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of above methods, 

this paper proposes FDMMBIIT to accomplish quick decisions in power grid emergency management. In 

FDMMBIIT, CBR, GA module and BPNN module are integrated with together to constitute an intact emergency 

decision-making system, in which CBR is the main part of the system and in charge of case representation, case 

retrieving and case base maintenance. For GA module, it is designed to accomplish the task of extending case base 

and BPNN module is studied to make fast decision-making based on the training results from expanded cases. The 

innovations of the article are:  

 

This paper proposes a novel quick decision making methodology for wind damage emergency management by 

integrating CBR, GRAMOGA and BPNNASAA together to form a whole decision making unity, which has more 

advantages than traditional decision making methods in dealing with complex non-line system problem, fast 

decision making and incomplete information. 

 

The paper proposes a case adaptation method by building 30 BPNNASAA models and forming a parallel structure 

of BPNNASAA, which enriches the method of case adaptation in CBR.  

 

The article designs a novel case base extending method by using MOGA to produce both qualitative case base and 

quantitative case base, what has specific steps and validation verification method.  

 

(4) For making the method more accurate, the paper has done some improvements in BPNNASAA and simple GA 

(SGA). Specifically, BPNNSAA is modified with ASAA what can obtain the adaptive learning rate, expanding the 

theory of BPNN. Likely SGA is improved with adaptive genetic operators and population selection method based 

fitness function ranking, indicating a new method of improving the effectiveness of GA. 

 

The paper follows the following structure. Section 2 summarizes the done research work. Section 3 elaborates the 

theory and method of FDMMBIIT for power grid wind damage management. Section 4 carries out the simulation 

experiment and evaluates the accuracy of proposed method. Section 5 makes comments on the method and puts 

forward the future research idea. Finally, Section 6 makes conclusion for the paper. 

 

II. Literature Review 

 

2.1 The Case Adaptation of CBR 

 

CBR is an intelligent reasoning method proposed by Schank, which makes intelligent decision based on historical 

cases. The intelligent method has four processes including case representation, case retrieval, case adaptation and 

case retention [4-5]. Due to the fact that case adaptation is a hard task there is less research on case adaptation 

although much research have been conducted on case representation, case retrieval and feature-weights 

learning[6-8]. 

 

From some literature on case adaptation, we can find that the form of case adaptation can be divided into three 

types based on the different forms of problems, including case adaptation for pictures, case adaptation for words 

and case adaptation for data. Adaptation for pictures is is widely used in medical imaging and other fields [9]. Case 

adaptation for words is used to finish the adaptation task presented by words. The third type of adaptation has a 

wider range of applications because problems from nature and society can be represented by data. The case 

adaptation for data is often completed by the integration of CBR into intelligent technologies, including two kinds 

of adaptation methods: adaptation method based on classification and adaptation method based on computation. 

The method of case adaptation based on classification is usually used in diagnosis, prediction and so on, which 

works on the principle that CBR judges the target case falls into which category after comparing the target case to 
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the history cases for making a decision [10]. Data Mining is a common method of knowledge discovery, which can 

obtain knowledge from things happened in the past for classification [11]. Li Hui and Sun Jie [12] distinguish that 

which category the target case falls into by using data mining based on Electre in the prediction of finance distress 

in 2009. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a kind of new learning statistics theory for classification and 

regression, which works on the principle that the minimum of structure risk. In consideration of the strong ability 

of ANN in learning and adaptability, Pinzón Cristian et al. [13] integrates SVM with ANN for classification to 

complete the task of detecting and stopping the attacking of SQL. Chuang Chunling [14] constructs a BPNN 

classification model to judge whether a patient is suffered from liver disease or not, exploiting a novel method of 

case adaptation. In view of the ability of GA in classification, Lam H.Y. et al. [15] exploit GA to classify the cases 

on the basis that the clustering center of chromosome indicates parameter values. Although the processes and 

methods of these smart technologies for classification is greatly different, but they share one common what is that 

they judge that which category one case belongs to after data analysis and finally make a qualitative decision. 

 

The method of case adaptation based on computation is the other important case adaptation method. This method 

can be classified into direct method and indirect method based on the means of solution obtaining. Specifically, 

indirect case adaptation obtains results after obtaining or improving models and formula, but the direct case 

adaptation often competes the adaptation process with intelligent technologies such as GA, ANN, k-NN and so on 

[16,17]. Due to the complexity of emergency scenario, rescue workers and emergency resources, there is neither 

model nor formula for the process of adaptation, resulting in the fact that direct case adaptation is fit to power grid 

emergency. Among the direct case adaptation methods, k-NN has the advantage of easy application because of its 

independence on professional knowledge, but it has low efficiency in case adaptation [18]. As for the case 

adaptation method based on GA, although GA can obtain the optimal value of objective function after complex 

process of genetic variation and optimal search, this method costs much time, causing the probability of missing 

the deadline for decision making in power grid emergency [19]. ANN constructs decision-making model though 

continuous training of the input data sets, which can meet the needs of decision makers for fast decision-making.  

 

2.2 Case Base Expanding  

 

Now there is much research on case base maintenance what aim to improve retrieval efficiency by using 

professional technologies [20]. However, less research is done to expand the case base scientifically and 

objectively what is a vital task in the field that there are not many cases. 

 

From the less studies on case base expanding, it is concluded that the case base expanding methods could be 

generally divided into two categories: obtaining cases outside and generating cases inside. Generally, including 

contents of targeted websites into case bases is a main means of obtaining information outside, exploiting text 

minging, text classification and information storage [21, 22]. As for producing cases inside the system, it is known 

that three kinds of theories and methodologies could be used to hit the target of increasing cases. Specifically, the 

related theories and methodologies include Mente Carlo simulation, Rule-Based Reasoning and similarity relations 

theory, applying to different fields due to their application condition. The method of extending case base based on 

Mente Carlo simulation, which is capable of simulating the process of samples producing in given probability 

distribution, generates lots of random number through a great deal of simulation experiments for extending the 

case base[23]. The method of extending case base based on RBR judges the state, tendency, result and correlation 

according to the nature and internal logic of objects being studied. This method is usually applied in extending the 

qualitative case base rather then in dealing with quantitative case base because it often uses explicit knowledge to 

complete reasoning processes, which has a strong ability in explaining [24]. Finnie Gavin,Sun Zhaohao [25] 

propose the method of extending case base based on similarity relation according to similarity theory. There idea is 

that similar problems can be divided into one classification and if a problem the category can be solved, then other 

problems in the same category can be resolved with similar solutions even with the same solutions. Due to the fact 

that similarity is usually presented in a variety of forms such as words, numbers, pictures, this method can be used 

for both extending qualitative cases and extending quantitative cases, which has more extensive applicability[26]. 
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However, specific methods, clear steps and validation analysis for extending case base have not been put forward 

under the guidance of similarity theory. 

 

Motivated by defects of traditional case base extending method, this paper proposes the method of extending case 

base based on GRAMOGA to solve the problem of inadequate cases in power grid emergency management. 

 

2.3 BPNN 

 

Xu M. proposed the neural network to simulate how the brain of human receives external signals and learns, during 

which the brain continues to adapt to the environmental rules by constantly learning and revising [27, 28]. It has 

been seen as a useful tool in parallel-distributed processing fields because it is characterized by parallel and 

distributed association memory, fault tolerance, adaptability and good learn ability [29].  

 

BPNN is one of the most representative and widely applied model in lots of fields, during which the gradient 

deepest decent method is adopted to minimize the error and infer the Delta Rule [30]. The neural network process 

includes two parts in which the first process is called the learning process and the second one is called the recall 

process. During the first process, a weighted value and threshold value are obtained by using designed models; 

following the first process, the weighted value and threshold value are used to provide model-forecasting power 

[31]. The neurons repeatedly do many turns of training with (1) and (2) to update the neuron’s activation value io
. 

 

1

work
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j kj k j

k

net w x 


                        (1) 
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Despite the remarkable advantages of BPNN, two drawbacks are slow convergence and local optimization, which 

affect its performance to large extent. Consequently, researchers have been trying to improve the BPNN model by 

applying three types of approaches. The first approach aims to achieve the target of global optimization by fixing 

the architecture of BPNN, including tabu search method, GA and so on. The second method is determination of 

excellent parameter settings by combining other search methods with BPNN, learning circle fixing and suitable 

learning rate searching. Another improvement channel is network pruning what assumes that there are too many 

connections in BPNN, which can produce a new smaller BPNN after pruning some connections. The advantages of 

fast convergence and high accuracy can be gotten during the renewed training after combining BPNN with SA and 

sensitivity measurement. 

 

It is found that heuristic algorithms have been treated as a popular method for optimizing BPNN, among which SA 

is usually used to determine proper learning rate because of its better ability to search for the global optimal 

parameters [32]. However, some improvement could also be made by adjusting the learning rate according to 

prediction error in real time because prediction error suggests where the learning rates should be increased or 

decreased. Motivated by that consideration, this paper proposes BPNNASAA for improving the performance of 

BPNN. 

 

III. Theory Models and Methodology 

 

3.1 Theory models 

 

3.1.1 System Workflow 
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The process of this system can be classified into the three critical steps (see Fig. 1): 
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Fig.1: The chart of the system’s work flow 

 

(1) Under non-emergency environment, in consideration of improved GA’s strong ability in searching for 

optimal solution and much time costing in the process, this system aims to extend case base by integrating MOGA 

with CBR based on the grey relation system theory.  

(2) After expanding the case base, BPNNASAA module will be activated to determine the functional 

relationships between scenario features and decision features by training lots of samples and store functions in the 

model base. 

(3) When a wind damage accident of power grid happens, the scenario features will be input into the system 

through the interface and the decision results will be output and displayed in the screen after invoking the stored 

functions. 

 

3.1.2 The Theory of GA for Extending Case Base 

Because one case of wind damage accident emergency of power grid include scenario features 1 2( , , )iS s s s 
and 

emergency plan 1 2( , , , )i i mP p p p   , one case could be represented as C=(S, P). Then N cases make up a decision 

matrix m nZ   what has a function relationship between scenario features and emergency plan. The function 

relationship can be represented as P=f(S). Due to the fact that required personnel and equipment need to be 

computed based on the scenario features values of S and values of P are independent variables and dependent 

variables respectively. Sun et al [33] conducts research on extending case base based on similarity relationship in 

the field of marketing, holding the view that the classification fronted by a sale agent can be regarded as a partion 

set based on similarity relationship in the problem space. If S is a similar relationship in the problem space Wp, 

then [Pw]={[p]|p∊Wp} is a problem set corresponding to S in Wp. For two problems p1,p2∊[p], if p1 has high 

similarity with p2 based on the similarity relationship S in Wp, then p1 and p2 have high similarity in solution Ws. 

This idea indicates that decision makers can obtain the similar solution of the target case based on the decision of 

the similar case. In this paper, MOGA is applied to accomplish the process of case adaptation based on the 

similarity relation, in which object function is formed from case similarity function (CSF) and gray relational 

degree function (GRDF). The function of CSF is used for computing the similar degree, ensuring the case 

generated by MOGA has high similarity to current case. At the same time, GRDF aims to calculate the gray 

relational coefficients of independent variables and dependent variables. Then, it can be found that the design of 

CSF and MOGA meet the requirements of similarity theory for extending case base. 

 

3.1.3 The Theory of BPNN for Decision-making 

BPNN has been seen as a very powerful method for modeling complex non-linear systems benefited from its 

special biological structure. The reason why BPNN have strong ability in making decisions is that BPNN could 

determine the complex functional relations between input features and output results through continuous learning, 
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which indicates the inner relations of dependent variables and independent variables.Initially, connections between 

different neurons are randomly given different weights to calculate decision feature value with the input scenario 

feature values. If the calculated decision feature value were different from the decision feature value in the sample, 

the weights would be adjusted according to designed model until the error difference between calculated values 

with that in the sample. Then, the weights of connections would be stored in the computer, indicating the relations 

between scenario features and decision feature have been determined. 

 

3.2. Methodology 

 

We followed the method of Zhang Baishang et al (2015) for the emergency management of wind damage to power 

grid [35]. Although the method of Zhang Baishang et al (2015) is ability to make decisions for wind damage by 

using Genetic Algorithm and Gray Relational Analysis, this method cannot make emergency plan quickly. Unlike 

the method proposed by Zhang Baishang et al (2015), this method focuses on making fast decisions by integrating 

CBR with RBR together.  

 

3.2.1 The Method of Extending Case Base  

3.2.1.1 The Method for Case Representation  

It is known that there are many case representation methods, which includes method based on ontology, method 

based on tree structure and so on. In comparison with other methods, frame representation method has advantages 

in meeting the quantitative requirement because of its good structure and clear logic, which is proper for the case 

representation of power grid wind disaster emergency[35] However, a lot of incomplete information exists in 

power grid emergency, causing decision makers to estimate the accuracy of obtained information. D/S evidence 

theory are suitable for dealing with uncertain information because this theory is not requirement for obtaining prior 

probability and conditional probability, which is applied in target recognition, collective assessment and so on[36]. 

D/S evidence theory assumes that U is a discernment frame of a complete set for incompatible events, being 

expressed as U=｛ 1 , 2 ,…, j …, N ｝, in which j is an element of the discernment frame, j=1,2,…,N; a set 

form from all of the subsets of the discernment frame is called the power of U, which can be expressed as 2U
. 

Then, two definitions can be obtained: 

The first definition: Belief function   Assume that there is a data set, including two data sets A and B, 

BAU. If 
( )m B

is the basic probability assignment function of B and
( ) ( )

B A

Bel A m B



, then Bel (A) is 

referred as the belief function of A, which is a mapping from a set to [0, 1]. 

The second definition: Likelihood function   Assume that A is a subset of 2U
and P*(A) is a mapping from 

set 2U
to [0, 1]. If P*(A) satisfies P*(A)=1－Bel(¬A), then P*(A) is called likelihood function. 

According to above definitions the combination rules of incomplete information can be obtained as (3):  
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Therefore, the integration of frame case representation method and D/S evidence theory to represent emergency 

case in power grid wind disaster, which is constructed with nested frames. The nested frame includes a dependent 

variables sub-frame, an independent variables sub-frame and an effectiveness evaluation sub-frame and each frame 

has many slots. What important is that each slot can be divided into many sides with the basic probability 

assignment function (BPA) m (A) for describing reliability. The example of transmission line repairs in Eastern 

Shandong on August 3rd, 2012 is applied to describe how to represent the emergency case (See Table 1 to Table 

4).  

 

Table 1 The wind damage emergency main frame 

Main Frame Name:< wind damage emergency management for power grid > 

Slot1: <disaster scenarios> 

Slot2: < disaster solutions> 

Slot3: < solutions evaluation> 

 

Table 2 The sub-frame1 of accident features  

Frame Name:< accident features >   

Slot1: Breaking Time Value    At 3:00 A.M on 

August.3 2012 

m(A) 1 

Slot 2: affected area Value estern Shandong m(A) 1 

Slot 3: specific characteristics   

Subslot31: landform Value plain m(A) 1 

Subslot32: rainfall Value 100 mm m(A) 1 

Subslot33: wind power Value 10 category m(A) 1 

Subslot34: broken 10 KV lines Value 577 places m(A) 1 

Subslot35: impaired 10KV towers  Value 473 bases m(A) 1 

Subslot36: broken 35KV  lines Value 0  place m(A) 1 

Subslot37: impaired 35KV towers Value 0  base m(A) 1 

Subslot38: broken 66 KV  lines Value 0  places m(A) 1 

Subslot39: impaired 66 KV towers  Value 0  bases m(A) 1 

Subslot310: broken 110KV lines Value 0  places m(A) 1 
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Subslot311: impaired 110KV towers  Value 0  bases m(A) 1 

Subslot312: broken 220 KV lines Value 0  places m(A) 1 

Subslot313: impaired 220 KV towers  Value 0  bases m(A) 1 

Subslot314: broken 330KV  lines Value 0  places m(A) 1 

Subslot315: impaired 330KV towers  Value 0  bases m(A) 1 

Subslot316: broken 500 KV lines Value 0  places m(A) 1 

Subslot317: impaired 500 KV towers  Value 0  bases m(A) 1 

Subslot318: broken 750 KV lines Value 0  places m(A) 1 

Subslot319: impaired 750 KV towers  Value 0  bases m(A) 1 

 

Table 3 The sub-frame of disaster solutions 

Frame Name:< Disaster solutions> 

Slot1: crew  

Subslot11: serviceman 43368 

Subslot12: support staff 2398 

Subslot13: motor vehicle and transit drivers  5466 

Slot 2: equipment  

Subslot21: protective suits 13104 

Subslot22: mountaineering shoes 0 

Subslot23: gloves  13104 

Subslot24: rucksacks 13104 

Subslot25: mountaineering sticks 0 

Subslot26: headpiece 13104 

Subslot27: shoulder belts 13104 

Subslot28: intercoms 426 

Subslot29: binocles 1274 

Subslot210: line throwing guns  0 

Subslot211: climbing ropes 0 

Subslot212: bottles 13104 

Subslot213: emergency light 10916 

Subslot214: emergency searchlight 1443 

Slot 3:  commodity  

Subslot31: hard tack 8890 

Subslot32: fast food 124.9 

Subslot33: tabernacles 4611 

Subslot34: dinnerware 451 
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Subslot35: potable water 165 

Slot 4: other devices   

Subslot41: electric generator 4925 

Subslot42: eletric torches 1505 

Subslot43: rescue vehicles 12972 

Subslot44: water pump 8 

Subslot45: motorboats 58 

Subslot46: portable tool boxes 17454 

 

Table 4 The sub-frame of solutions evaluation  

Frame Name:< Solutions evaluation> 

Slot1: The result  By the seven o’clock the electric power supplying in 

the affected area is restored, indicating the task of 

fighting against typhoon to restore electric power is 

fulfilled. 

Slot2: The deficiency of emergency plan —— 

Slot 3: The evaluation on transmission line repairs The emergency responding is high efficiency because 

of the good cooperation of the government and 

electric power companies and the proper operations. 

 

3.2.1.2 Retrieval Method 

The k-nearest neighbor method is used for retrieving similar cases after computing local similarity and global 

similarity.  

(1) Local Similarity Computing 

Different computing formulas are used to calculate local similarity because there are qualitative variables and 

quantitative variables in the decision process. For qualitative scenario features, if the scenario feature is different 

from that of the target case, then the value of the similarity is 0. Otherwise, the math type 01 11 ( ) ( )im A m A 
could be 

used for computing the local similarity. For quantitative scenario features, the local similarity could be calculated 

by (7):  

 

0

0

0

1 ( ) ( )
max( , )

j ij

j j ij

j ij

f f
sim m A m A

f f


   

                        

(7) 

 

In above formulas, 0( ) jm A
 and 

( )ijm A
 are BPAs of the scenario features in object cases and those in generated 

cases; 0 jf
and ijf

 are the attribute values of object case and those of generated cases. 

(2) Global Similarity Computing 

In comparison with analytic hierarchy process, G1 method can deal with problems with more than nine indexes, 

which is proper for determining the attributes of scenario features in power grid emergency case (Shi et al, 2014). 

According to much experience and professional knowledge, experts determine the order of the 19scenario features 

in transmission line repairs: 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2 3 1x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x                                   
.Then, the formula 
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based on the assignment principle We can be obtained: 2 4 5/ 1.0r x x  
, similarly, 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 1.0r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r              
, 17 19 2/ 1.4r x x  

, 19 3 1/ 1.2r x x  
.Then we can find 

2 3 19 1.68r r r 
, 18 19 19 1.2r r r  . Finally, we have formula  

1

1

19

2

1 (1 29.28) 0.0330
mm

i

k i k

x r



 

 

 
     
 


; we 

can obtain the remaining values from 17x

to 1x

with the similar method. So we can get all the attribute weights 

(see Table 5). 

 

Table 5 The attribute weights 
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So the formula for global similarity computing is obtained as (8):  
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in which,  1 1,3x  ,  2 0,1055x  ,  3 0,16x  ,  4 0,300x  ,  5 0,300x  ,  6 19 0,150x x  , and the variables are integers 

above zero. 

 

3.2.1.3 The Process of Multi-object Genetic Algorithm 

According to above analysis, the multi-object functions include CSF and GRDF, which ensure the high similartiy 

relations at two aspects. 

(1) CSF 

CSF is used for ensuring the independent variables of the produced case has similar features as the target case, 

which is written as (9): 
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               (9) 

 

in which,
 1 1,3x 

,
 2 0,1055x 

,
 3 0,16x 

,
 4 0,300x 

,  5 0,300x 
,  6 19 0,150x x 

, and the variables are integers 

above zero. 

(2) GRDF 

GRDF is ensuring dependent variables are obtained based on the corresponding independent variables(see Fig.2). 

If the obtained grey relational coefficient in the generated case has high similarity, then the outcomes in generated 
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case have high accuracy. 

terrain

precipitation

wind power

D a m a g e d 
t o w e r s  o f 
750kv lines

decision
features

…
…

 

Fig 2: Functions between dependent variables and independent variables 

 

In consideration of doing gray relational analysis (GRA) on GRDF, the theory of GRA is used to accomplish the 

process of GRDF modeling. The theory of GRA aims to build the corresponding relationship between dependent 

features and independent features in complex discrete systems on the condition of incomplete information and less 

data samples, which is proposed by Deng in 1982. In comparison with other methods, GRA is characterized by 

describing the correlation degree between objects with fewer samples. The GRDF model is built as the eight steps: 

1) Building a 3 x 20 matrix with 19 independent variables and one independent variable. 

2) Finding the main sequence 0X
 and subsequences iX . 

3) Calculating absolute value of the difference between 0X
and iX  at different times 0ij j ijX X  

. 

4) Computing the max value max
 and min value min

. 

5) Calculating the connected relational coefficients between the main sequence and 

subsequences

min max

max

0.5

0.5
ij

ij

r
  


   . 

6) Working out all the correlation coefficients by using above method. 

7) Adding the generated case to this matrix and building a 4 x 20 matrix. Calculating the grey correlation 

coefficients ijs
. 

8) Calculate the sum of the differences between the two matrixes.  

(3) The Multiple Object Functions 

Multi-object functions include two targets:  
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f
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   ，al l  i nt eger s  zer o

     

(10) 

 

(4) Coding Method 

This paper uses multi-parameter cascade to encode variables, which encodes the scenario features with binary code 

and encodes the decision features with real-number code. 

(5) Initial Population  

This paper uses five most similar cases for simulation. 

(6) Selection 

Roulette wheel selection method is used to select optimal polulation for each generation in this paper. 

(7) Crossover 

The adaptive GA has a critical problem: crossover is only finished on the chromosomes, causing a coarse partition 
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[46]. Different from traditional methods, this paper improves the adaptive GA with (10): 
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                (11) 

 

In above model, 
1

1

2 lg
cp

N
 

  and 2cp
=0.9 are the respective maximum fitnesses for crossover. 

(8) Mutation 

The function of mutation in MOGA can be written as (12): 
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In this model, 
1

0.1

2 0.7 lg
mp

N



 

  and 2mp
=0.1 are the maximum fitness. 

(9) The Condition of Algorithm Stopping 

This research will stop when 50 generations are finished. 

 

3.2.2 BPNNASAA Training  

3.2.2.1 BPNNASAA model 

In general, the error function could be defined as (13) 
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                             (13) 

 

In which ky
 and ko

represent the output values and the actual values in respective, and k is the output neuron. 

BPNN adopts the gradient descent algorithm to adjust the weights according to (14):  
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In which j

E

net




could be written as j . At last, the equation for adjusted weights could be obtained as (15): 

 

ij j iw o                                (15) 

 

In which  is the learning rate, and j denotes signal error what could be calculated according to the following 

conditions: If neuron j is one of the output neuron, then some equations from (16) to (19) could be obtained  
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Although BPNN have advantages in optimum searching, it is confronted with slow convergence and local 

minimum what cause its application restriction. In order to improve the performance of BPNN, S. Szu proposes 

BPNNSAA based on Cauchy training what is built on the principle that energy variation would be calculated 

according to (20) after the condition that system is randomly given an initial state
 ( )p

ijw
 and a small random 

disturbance 

( )p

ijw
: 

 

   ( ) ( ) ( )p p p

ij ij ijE E w w E w                     (20) 

If E <0, then the disturbance could be accepted; else, the disturbance would be accepted or refused according 

to (21): 

 

exp( )
E

kT


                              (21) 

in which k is Boltzmann constant and T denotes artificial temperature. If the disturbance is accepted, then the 

system transforms from the state
 ( )p

ijw
; else, the system state would not be changed. During the process, the 

temperature would get continuous decrease, indicating that the system are getting more close to the optimum. S. 

Szu’s model replaces Boltzmann distribution by Cauchy distribution what could be written as (22): 

 

2 2
( )

T
p x

T x
 


                           (22) 

The big advantage of Cauchy training is that more opportunities to get larger adjustment of connection weights 

would be increased, improving the performance in training speed.  

Actually, the learning rate in S. Szu’s model is usually set subjectively and tentatively, influencing optimization 
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searching and convergence. Motivated by this defect, this paper proposed BPNNASAA to adjust learning rate 

automatically according to object function. The thought of BPNNASAA comes from the the metal annealing 

process, during which the process is divided into lots of stages according to energy variation. BPNN has stages in 

the training process similar to annealing process, during which stages artificial special heats could be defined 

according to the definition of special heat in the thermodynamics. In the boundary point of the energy variation, the 

artificial special heat, being defined as the average ratio of artificial temperature to object function varies greatly. 

During the process of starting period (the high temperature period) and the latter period (the low temperature 

period) in the training, energy varies in stably and the artificial special heat is almost a constant, indicating that the 

system is likely to be far from the local minimum. Then, the temperature could vary fast in the two stages to 

improve training speed. Conversely, when the system is in a critical temperature, the small decrease of temperature 

could cause large variation of the energy, meaning that the system is close to the local minimum. Then, the 

temperature should be decreased slowly in the critical temperature. Then, the mathematical formula of connection 

weights in the BPNNASAA could be written as (23): 
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3.2.2.2 BPNNASAA Building 

(1) Parameter Determination 

ANN could be divided into homogenous ANN model and heterogeneous ANN according to difference in the input 

neurons. In the training process of heterogeneous ANN, multi-variable are input the model what considers all kinds 

of factors influencing the output value. Therefore, this paper uses 19 scenario features in the disaster emergency of 

power grid wind as the input neurons. 

The numbers of layers in the ANN are determined by the numbers of hidden layers on the condition that the input 

layer and the output layer are both one layer. Theoretically, if there are enough neurons, the model could be ability 

to approximate to arbitrary continuous function. In empirical research, the ANN models with one hidden layer or 

two hidden layers have been applied extensively because of their excellent performance. Based on above analysis, 

this paper designed the one hidden layer BPNNASAA model. 

The output neuron numbers need to be determined by the designer, which affects the performance of ANN model. 

Therefore, this paper selected each decision feature as the single neuron in the output layer of BPNNASAA, finally 

building 30 BPNNASAA with similar structures. 

Some scholars proposes some empirical criterion for neuron number determination according to empirical 

comparative. Masters points out that the neuron number varies between 1.5 n m  and 2 n m  according 

to the actual conditions .Then, the neuron number in this research should vary from six to twelve theoretically. In 

order to determine the number more precisely, this paper maintained nine neurons in the hidden layer with 

empirical comparative method. 

 (2) Normalization of cases 

The independent variables and dependent variables have been normalization with (24):  

 

min

max min

(x ) i
i

x x
N

x x





                          (24) 

 

In which maxx and minx  are the max value and the minimum value in the same feature respectively. 
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IV. System simulation and Results Analysis 

 

Based on above theory and technologies a decision supporting system for power grid emergency is developed with 

Matlab, VC++ 6.0 and Microsoft Access to test the feasibility and validity of the developed system. 

 

4.1 System simulation  

 

The case of typhoon ―Rainbow‖ hitting the power grid in Foshan on the 4th October, 2015 to test the validity of the 

developed system. When the typhoon arrived in Foshan, the magnitude of the wind in some regions were eight and 

the rainfall is 75mm, causing the power grid in Foshan to get severe damage. Two field exploration teams found 

that there were 153 damaged places on the 10 kv lines by the typhoon, but the tower damage on the 10 kv lines 

could not be exploited specifically. According to the time and space model of failure probability in the typhoon 

and storm for power grid, the teams reported the scenario information of the tower damage on the 10 kv lines are 

(60,0.95) and (54,0.5) respectively. The basic probability assignment of other scenario features is 1. According to 

D/S evidence theory, this paper deal with the uncertain information with equations from (25) to (27):  

 

0.95 0.95 0.5 0.95 0.95 0.5
( ) 0.95 0 0.6225

0.95 0.5 0.95 0.5
m a

   
    

                (25) 

 

0.5 0.5 0.95 0.5 0.5 0.05
( ) 0.5 0 0.1865

0.95 0.5 0.5 0.05
m b

   
    

                  (26) 

 

0.05 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.95
( ) 0.05 0.5 0.1910

0.05 0.5 0.5 0.95
m c

   
    

                  (27) 

 

Then we can get the BPA of the tower damage on the 10 kv lines whose value is 0.6225. The scenario features of 

the example is represented as Fig.3. 

 

 

Fig 3: The case representation in the system  
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This system retrieves similar cases with the nearest neighbor algorithm by implementing local similarity 

calculation and global similarity calculation. According to the calculation method of qualitative attributes, the local 

similarity degree of the symbol attribute "terrain" is computed by (28): 

 

1 1 1 1                                     (28) 

 

The similarity of quantitative attributes is calculated with (7). For example, the similarity degree of ―rainfall‖  is 

computed as (29). 

 

100 75
1 1 1 1 0.9464

546 80


    


                    (29) 

 

The values of the rest local similarities are 0.75, 0.2083, 0.6711, 1, 0.8966, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. Then, the 

global similarity of the most similar case can be calculated with G1 method, whose value is 0.9188.  

 

It is found that the quantity of the retrieved similar cases are less for case adaptation, activating the component of 

case base expansion to produce more similar cases. After producing plenty of cases, the system complements the 

case adaptation process with parallel structure of BPNNASAA, outputting the emergency plan as Fig.5. 

 

4.2 Effectiveness Evaluation 

 

4.2.1 Research Analysis  

4.2.1.1 Application Analysis 

The developed system has the function of outputting pictures for analyzing the accuracy of the results, displaying 

the adaptability of object function 1 (OF1) and object function (OF) (see Fig.4). It is seen that the value of 

OF1amountsto 1 at generation 300 and the value of OF2 is almost 127 when the algorithm stops (see Fig.5). 

 
Fig 4: Application analysis for GRAMOGA 
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Fig 5: The convergence of OF2 in GRAMOGA 

 

According to above consideration, if the results are not right at all, then the value of OF2 will be 570. So the 

adaptability of OF2 is (1-127/570)=0.778, meeting the requirements of decision making accuracy. Based on the 

adaptability of OF1 and OF2, this paper gets the globle accuracy of adaptability whose value is (1+0.778)/2=0.889.  

4.2.1.2 The Analysis of Convergence  

From Figure 4 to Figure 7 it can be seen that the OF1 in SGA could not converge and its searching result is 0.96; 

GRAMOGA gets the state of convergence with less generation steps, whose value of the optimal solution is 1. 

Similarly, the OF2 in SGA cannot get the target of convergence either, whose optimal value is 137; the OF2 in 

GRAMOGA can converge in less time, whose searching value is 16, showing better searching efficiency. 

 

Fig 6: OF1Convergence of SGA 
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Fig 7: OF2Convergence of SGA 

 

 

Fig 8: OF Convergence of SGA 

 

Similarly, we can compare the performance of the OF in SGA and that in GRAMOGA. It can be seen that SGA 

could not get the state of convergence, whose searching value is 138; GRAMOGA can converge with high speed 

and obtain the optimal solution whose value is 127. 

From above comparison, it is clearly found that the GRAMOGA is more better in performance. 

 

4.2.2 Analysis of BPNNASAA 

Usually the accuracy analysis of BPNN could be made with equations from (30) to (32): 
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                       (32) 

 

After 5000 training iteration, the accuracy is e-8, indicating that the high performance has been achieved with 

BPNNASAA. The accuracy evaluation is illustrated in the Fig.9 what shows RMSE, Bias and R denote the 

network error, the dependent error and the relations between dependent variables and independent variables 

respectively. Clearly, BPNNASAA obtained high accuracy with low network error and variables error, meeting the 

requirements of fast decision making. 

 

Fig 9: Application analysis for BPNNASAA 

 

V. Discussion 

 

There are many complex functions what could not be described with mathematical formula, causing traditional 

decision-making methods to be useless. Motivated by the advantages of integrated intelligent technologies, this 

paper integrates CBR, GRAMOGA and BPNNASAA together to let the intelligent methods help each other. 

Specifically, although CBR is suitable to deal with the complex non-line system problem, the case adaptation in 

CBR needs the help of BPNNASAA because the sole CBR is almost unable to accomplish case adaptation and 

BPNNASAA has the ability in case adaptation through constructing complex models.Clearly, CBR, GRAMOGA 

and BPNNASAA forms a whole unity what can work with high efficiency, but the unity will break down if any 

one module is lost. 
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One characteristics of this system is that it have good ability in dealing with the incomplete information, which is 

very helpful for decision making under the condition of urgency and uncertainty. In this paper, two sources of 

incomplete information will be fused with D/S evidence theory for accuracy decision-making, increasing the 

ability of this system in dealing with problems with incomplete information. However, the fusion of three and 

more sources of incomplete information has not been proposed in this paper, which is very common in the reality, 

decreasing the application ability of this system. Then, the further research is to explore the method of dealing with 

three and more sources of incomplete information for accuracy decision-making. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

 

Based on FDMMIIT, a novel method for fast decision-making in wind damage emergency management for power 

grid is proposed. To focus on the combination effect of independent variables on independent variables, this paper 

proposes FDMMIIT with CBR, GRAMOGA and BPNNASAA. Importantly, a novel selection method  are used 

for improving SGA and BPNNSA has been modified by using adaptive learning rate what could be adjusted 

according to the energy function. Furthermore, the paper integrates the frame representation method and D/S 

evidence theory for dealing with information fusion.At last, this method is tested with real case in China. 

Compared with previous research, the contributions of this article are (ⅰ)  this paper designed a quick decision 

method for typhoon damage management by integrating CBR, GRAMOGA and BPNNASAA together to form a 

whole decision making unity, which has more advantages than traditional decision making methods in dealing with 

complex non-line system problem, fast decision making and incomplete information;  (ⅱ) Parallel structure of 

BPNNASAA is designed to finish case adaptation, which has high accuracy in case adaptation and enriches the 

case adaptation methods; (ⅲ) A novel case base extending methods based on GRAMOGA is proposed to produce 

new cases for the case adaptation in this system. In comparison with case base extending methods based on RBR 

or Mente Carlo Method, GRAMOGA has ability in extending both qualitative case base and quantitative case base, 

whose prominent advantages includes operable steps and verifiable testing performance. (Ⅳ)This research has done 

some improvements in BPNNSAA and SGA FOR high accuracy. For the performance improvement of 

BPNNSAA, this paper proposed BPNNASAA to avoid the randomness and tentative in BPNNSAA by adjusting 

the energy function adaptively, whose high accuracy is veritified. 

 

However, there are defects in the method. Firstly, this paper only proposes the methods of information fusion from 

two sources, exploring the information fusion with multi-source data. Secondly, fuzzy information what is very 

common in the reality is not considered in this paper, which causes the research to be limited in the application. 

Thirdly, the technology of decision-making with mobile device is not studied, which causes the research to move 

behind the current situation of intelligent technologies. In the future, this research will be extended in the 

information fusion with multi-source data, fuzzy decision-making and decision making with mobile devices.  
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